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The art of e-commerce
The international MALL Group, with the online portal
MALL.CZ, is the leading online trader in the Eastern
European region. Currently, the MALL Group supplies 18
Eastern European countries totalling 130 million people and
plans to continually expand its market.
The growth strategy and the rapidly increasing order
numbers present great challenges to the MALL.CZ
warehouse logistics. The existing distribution centre
was mainly manually operated and was designed for a
performance level of just 40,000 items. Time-consuming
manual processes in consolidation and repacking no longer
allowed the performance targets to be met. Additionally,
the situation in the Czech labour market is tight, and it is
becoming increasingly difficult for MALL.CZ to find suitable
personnel. With this situation at the start, MALL.CZ decided
to build a new distribution centre near Prague with a high
degree of automation.

Location

Prague | Czech Republic

Solution

Maximum cost efficiency
and performance through
scalable design

Performance

Gradual performance
increase through several
planned expansion steps

Core technologies

OSR Shuttle™, pocket
sorter system with matrix
sortation, conveyor
system (transport
of goods directly on
the conveyor); KiSoft
software

75,000 (2015) – 150,000 (2018)

Challenges

High demands for
performance, difficult
labour market, timeconsuming manual
processes

The approach and design idea
were particularly convincing
to us: KNAPP recognized
that our business had strong
peaks
that
demanded
high performance, which
the solution reflects. Other
suppliers offered us solutions with
linear throughputs, which did not fit reality.
This showed us that KNAPP understood
our business and our requirements – the
ROI and cost savings were also better
than with the other solutions. 			
Oldřich Petránek, inLogistics, Consultant

Flexible solution designed for growth
In 2015, the paths of MALL.CZ and KNAPP crossed at the German
logistics trade fair CeMAT in Hanover. Within just 6 months, the
KNAPP team had designed a solution that won the confidence
of MALL.CZ though its high flexibility and scalability. What was
convincing was that the solution was designed to be able to grow
through the years as the demand for performance increased. The
results for MALL.CZ included a lower initial investment, calculable
costs for the step-by-step planned expansions as well as providing
maximum efficiency and utilization of the solution in each step of the
expansion. In October 2016, just 10 months after the signing of the
contract, the first expansion in the distribution centre near Prague
started operation. In the years that followed, the warehouse was
continually expanded according to the plan. In the fall of 2018, the
last expansion will be started, which will have a delivery capacity of
150,000 items per day.
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The MALL.CZ automation solution de
2011

40,000 items/day
manual picking

For the efficient processing of the wide
article range, we had to ensure that
heavy articles such as large bags
of dog food could be automatically
transported and diverted just as
easily as small electronic articles
or even balls. Using a combination
of manual and highly automated
processes,
we
achieved
for
MALL.CZ maximum cost effectiveness
at maximum flexibility and performance,
as well as solving the bottleneck at
consolidation and packaging. The pocket sorter system
is also a technical premiere. Used for the first time in a
non-fashion sector, it’s a great success at MALL.CZ.
Lenka Neuhold, Head of Sales, System Solutions, KNAPP AG

esigned for growth
2015

2016

2017

Phase 1

Pocket sorter
system expansion

B2C dispatch

OSR Shuttle™ rack line system
+ pocket sorter system (items)
> 75,000 items/day

> 10,000 pockets

expansion

2018

Project completion with

2 OSR Shuttle™ rack line systems
+ a doubling of the pack stations
> up to 150,000 items per day
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KNAPP’s innovative approach was
exactly what we were looking for. By
combining the OSR Shuttle™ and the
pocket sorter system, we are able to
keep small and large articles technically
separated from each other and then
automatically convey them in the correct
sequence to the packing stations. We
therefore achieve an even higher degree
of automation for our article range.
Oldřich Petránek, inLogistics, Consultant

The fascinating world of MALL.CZ
Conveying a shirt may not be anything special, but what
about a child’s car seat? Or an SD memory card? And how
about all together in one and the same system? Welcome to
the world of MALL.CZ.
Through the MALL.CZ online portal, customers can have
their goods delivered directly to their home. Customer orders
are a colourful mix: Oversized and heavy articles such as
microwaves, large packages of nappies, dog food and Bobby
Cars can all be found in the virtual shopping cart next to
items such as SD memory cards, lipsticks and T-shirts. This
is why the consolidation of the goods into a completed, endcustomer order had to be designed for efficiency.
Additionally, MALL.CZ also operates at locations called pickup points: Here, the customers can see the goods desired at
the location and also directly purchase them. The articles are
delivered to the pick-up points on pallets, and are picked and

packed on site. Delivery to the end customer as well as to the
pick-up points is done centrally from the Prague DC.
The solution by KNAPP directly addresses the specific
requirements of MALL.CZ’s business and article range and
provides fast, efficient order processing. At the centre of the
50,000 m² logistics solution is a pocket sorter system with
matrix sortation that is combined with an OSR Shuttle™ and
powerful conveyors, upon which most of the goods can be
directly conveyed. Highly automated processes, combined
with manual processes, provide the right support for the rapid
growth MALL.CZ is experiencing, and allow the company to
provide optimal customer service with same and next day
delivery. At the same time, the mix of technologies provides
MALL.CZ the maximum cost efficiency and flexibility in
processing the wide range of articles and large order volume.

MALL.CZ
case study

E-Commerce
Pick-up points
Up to 150,000 items per day
Broad article range
Consolidation – the critical factor
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Proesses at MALL.CZ
Software

Storage and picking

Temporarily storage

KiSoft provides the warehouse control
system (WCS) and controls, monitors
and optimizes all the processes in
the warehouse. The warehouse
management system (WMS), which
is realized as a SAP solution, sends
the orders to KiSoft. Additionally,
KiSoft communicates with the control
systems of the subsystems, such as
the control software KiSoft SRC for
the OSR Shuttle™.

The goods are stored statically on pallets
or in racks – this type of storage is the most
cost-efficient for MALL.CZ. The large range
of articles is picked manually: most of the
articles – whether microwave ovens or dog
food –are placed directly on the conveyor
system and transported onwards. Small
articles, or articles that are not suited for
transport directly on the conveyor, are
picked into containers or onto trays and then
transported on the conveyor.

Orders that will be delivered to the end
customer are consolidated and stored
temporarily in the OSR Shuttle™. If all
the articles for an order are available
in the OSR Shuttle™, the articles are
automatically retrieved in the correct
sequence, conveyed to the pack stations
and packed together.

Goods for end-customer orders are
temporarily stored in the OSR Shuttle™ or
in the pocket sorter system where they are
sorted.
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Intelligent sortation
Small articles are picked in batches
and transferred on a single item basis
to the pocket sorter system, where they
are sorted. A special multi-stage sorting
procedure – called matrix sortation –
brings the pockets holding the articles
into the correct sequence for packing.
The pockets are conveyed to specially
designed pack stations and then
manually packed by employees into
envelopes or cartons.
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Dispatch
The completely packed deliveries are
sorted according to their target and
loaded onto transport trucks. Orders
for pick-up points are not consolidated
and are brought to the stores directly on
pallets. Packages that are consolidated
and packed are delivered directly to the
home of the end customer.

1 Storage in static racks and manual picking with RF technology provide the
maximum cost effectiveness for MALL.CZ.
2 Central requirement: Goods of all types are transported and diverted together.
3 Goods for delivery to end customers are consolidated and temporarily stored
in the OSR Shuttle™. The OSR Shuttle™ retrieves the goods in the correct
sequence for packing.
4 Premiere: The pocket sorter system with matrix sortation is operating for the
first time in an application outside of the fashion branch at MALL.CZ. Articles
for online orders are loaded into 10,000 pockets on a single item basis. The
intelligent matrix sortation brings the pockets in correct sequence –
the employee now only has to pack the goods.
5 The articles are scanned and placed in the sorter pockets individually.
6 At the packing stations, the employee takes the articles out of the pockets and
packs them by order.
7 Every day, up to 150,000 items are sent our of the MALL.CZ DC near Prague.
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Scalable investment
ROI 3.5 years
150,000 items per day by 2018
Cost efficiency meets flexibility
KNAPP AG
sales@knapp.com
knapp.com
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